
Wingrave with Rowsham Parish Council 
 

Meeting on 8.7.14 Clerk’s Report 
 
Agenda items detail 
 
7 Progress reports from working groups  
 

-Traffic/Speed/Pedestrian Safety working group 
 

• Speedwatch July – next session scheduled for W/b 14th July 
 

• Speed Strips monitoring  To be discussed at next Group Meeting 17th July 
 

Sentinel Equipment – LAF have reported that they have to go ahead to purchase a 
trial Sentinel unit. I have offered Wingrave as a host site for the trial. LAF are calling a 
Road Safety sub Group meeting which I have offered to attend – date TBA. Sentinel 
suppliers are http://www.uniparservices.com/index.html and information is attached as 
PDF. 

 
• E-PETITIONS  -  Status 
a)  To introduce a 20mph speed limit in part of Wingrave  - Closed.   

279 people signed this ePetition. 

Council response 

222 e-signatures have been received along with 57 signatures on paper, plus a letter 
of support from the head teacher of the village school 

NB BCC have deferred the matter to LAF 4th Sept. 
 

b)  To place bollards/railings on the pavement section opposite the Post Office – 
launched June 4th closes 7th July over 110 signatories plus paper versions. 
 

c)  To provide suitable physical traffic calming measures in Wingrave – scheduled 
for July  - as soon as we can launch this. 

 
• MVAS – was sited in Wingrave from 12th June to 3rd July. Has been handed to Wing 

without data download – waiting for Wing Rep to forward the download 
 
 

 
-Parking/Road Repairs working group, including additional signage request Nup 
End Lane 

AVDC have provided quote for additional signage on Nup End Lane Wingrave in light of the 
requests from the working group.  Please see Appendix 1 

 
-Cycle routes/Country footpaths/ Bridleways / Cross country cycle paths working 
group 
-Neighbourhood Planning, including recent mailing 

 

http://www.uniparservices.com/index.html


Dear Deborah 
  
Thank you for your letter of 18 June about the call for sites with potential development. 
Apologies for not replying sooner, but Jane and I have been preoccupied with the 
Open Gardens weekend. 
  
I have to say that I am very unhappy with this letter as, in my view, it contains a 
significant error of fact and is misleading. As a result I suggest that it would be useful 
for the Parish Council to carefully review the letter against (a) the Inspector's letter to 
AVDC of 7 January 2014 and (b) the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
and then consider whether to withdraw it and/or publish an amended version. 
  
The error of fact is in the second paragraph of page 2, viz: "One of the principal 
reasons for rejection was that the overall plan did not provide enough new homes and 
AVDC has had to start again". I am sure that all Parish Councillors have carefully 
read the Inspector's letter of 7 January to AVDC, but it is my interpretation that the 
Inspector rejected the draft Plan on the grounds that AVDC had not adequately 
consulted with other Local Planning Authorities; I have copied the concluding 
paragraphs of the Inspector's letter below. It is true that the Inspector expressed the 
view that Aylesbury Vale may need to accommodate surplus housing needs of other 
LPAs but this is a view, not a fact, the extent (if any) of the surplus housing needs has 
not been quantified and there is no evidence to indicate that this would (or would not) 
have a specific impact on Wingrave & Rowsham parish. So I believe that this 
paragraph of your letter is wrong in suggesting that one of the principal reasons for 
rejection of the plan was the inability of  AVDC to provide enough new homes. 
  
I also believe that your letter is misleading as it invites me, as an owner of registered 
land in the parish, to complete a form about its suitability for development. Unless I 
have missed something, it does not invite me to suggest that the land is unsuited for 
development. Neither does the letter indicate the constraints on developing in 
environmentally sensitive areas set out in local AVDC policies and in the NPPF. In 
practice my paddock would be completely unsuited for development as it is adjacent to 
both a listed building and the Wingrave conservation area, and development would 
also be in conflict with the sustainability and environmental requirements of the NPPF. 
Quite simply your letter does not present a balanced view of the need to conserve the 
characteristics of the built and rural environment of the parish on the one hand and the 
need for housing development on the other hand. One could perhaps say that the letter 
is a "developer's charter". 
  
In conclusion I would just reiterate my request that the Parish Council should carefully 
review this letter to satisfy itself that (a) it is factually correct and (b) it presents a fair 
balance of the need to protect the built and rural environment on the one hand and the 
need for housing development on the other hand. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Andrew Muir 
 
Neighbourhood Plan update from Councillor Kennedy 
 



Letters to Land Owners of land that may be of interest for developments within the 
Parish have been posted. 
Walk-in Parish meetings have been arranged for July 10th at the MacIntyre and 16th 
July at Sunneyhill Barn Rowsham.  The Neighbourhood Plan group will also have a 
stand at the Village Fete on July 13th.  Information sheets, data gathering sheets and 
posters for the meetings are being prepared. AVDC have agreed to supply display 
boards for the Wingrave meeting. 
Members of the Neighbourhood Plan group held a further meeting with David 
Broadley of AVDC future planning.  Minutes of the meeting with a number of relevant 
documents have been distributed to all members of the group and a set are held by the 
Parish Clerk.  
 

 
-Broadband 

 
No further updates. 
 
             -Wingrave to Bierton Cycle Route group 
 
The group has now been formed, wider support for the project from Ramblers, Cycling Groups, 
Health and Wellbeing is being gained.  Currently establishing whether feasibility can be done in 
the required time and funding for this. 
 
8 Bucks County Council Devolution of services 
 
Suggested reading: Parish Devolution Proposals: Frequently Asked Questions (already 
circulated to Councillors by Deborah) 
The Clerk and the Chairman recommend 
     1 We should not rush into a decision as to whether we would wish to take Parish 
responsibility for the services Bucks CC wishes to devolve or the offer from AVDC to 
undertake the highway grass cutting on a contract basis. 
      2 We need to establish whether, in principle, we would wish to continue to take the 
services from Bucks. for as long as they are offered  or to take them over. If the former for 
how long Bucks is likely to be the provider. If the latter then whether we would go it alone 
or seek to join a group of Parishes, what the financial implications of a particular choice 
would be (both capital and recurrent), Whether, if we went it alone' , we would want to 
take up the AVDC grass cutting offer, What the risks of going it alone might be, Whether, 
if we go it alone, it really is a requirement to join a cluster of Parishes to facilitate Bucks. 
communication system. It may help Bucks but for us it is simply another bureaucratic 
layer. And so on 
      3 We propose to seek a meeting with Bucks to clarify as much as we can and then 
report back. 
 
9 Pratts Charity request re additional parking area at Wingrave Park 
 
Comments from Pratts 
 

Dear Deborah 

 Thank you for the details of the quotations for the car parking and the Parish 
Council’s selection of contractor.  As you are aware Pratt’s Charity is very supportive 



of the Parish Council’s proposal to improve parking facilities on the Sports Ground 
and previously indicated its approval, recommending that a more long-lasting solution 
using a grid rather than surface netting would be appropriate.  We note that the Parish 
Council has chosen to proceed with a cheaper ‘netting’ solution.  We have no wish to 
impose on the Council’s decision in any way but retain the right to require that the 
installation be maintained in a safe and aesthetically pleasing manner.  Should the 
surface prove to be unacceptable in any such regard we would require any defects to 
be remedied within 56 days or, alternatively the car park closed and the surface 
reinstated to its present condition using an appropriate turf.  Subject to the Councils’ 
acceptance of that condition, we are willing for the Works to proceed using whatever 
Contractor the Council wishes to use. 

 Yours 
Malcolm 
 
 
10 Drainage from Bowls Club 
 
A parishioner has commented that water is draining from the bowls club over the path then into the 
mains drain and has queried this as it is an offence for water to be drained onto the highway.  It 
also causes ice on the footpath in winter months.  Councillor Neave has contacted the bowls club 
to establish more details and has confirmed the following. 
 
Pipes carry sewage and water and are sealed. There is no evidence of leakage.  
The water supply is switched off from sometime in September until March. 
There are some land drains but they do not run in a direction from which there 
might be a discharge down the bank. 
David 
 
11 Request for two trees to be felled on bank near bowls club 
 
A complaint has been received requesting that two trees be felled.  One is a self seeded ash which 
is right by the gate to the Perriwigs and is growing through metal railing causing the gate post to 
move.  The second is another self seeded tree, a horse chestnut tree although a young tree at the 
moment is not ideally placed on the bank so near road. 
 
12 Agree Risk Register 
 
Please refer to appendix 2 risk register. 
 
13 Problem tree growth in Parishioners garden 
 
In relation to felled tree on Black Gutter corner Wingrave.  The Parishioner living in the first 
bungalow is still having problem tree growth coming up all over her garden.  I have contacted 
BCC, they did come out last year and do some clearing however now just has bad.  
Comments from Councillor Cooper to Bucks cc this definitely needs urgent and permanent 
attention. The decision to fell the tree has resulted in potential damage to the 
neighbouring property and if litigation follows (perhaps from the house insurers) the 
council would be in a very weak position. 
 
Will be interested to hear what the forward plan is? 
 Comments from Councillor Glover 



Yes, as forecast last autumn, the roots will continue to spring up.  This was 
Paul Foot's advice at the time.  
 Black Gutter Tree:  Paul Foot has confirmed that once the trunk has been removed 
that the roots will continue to grow so they will need to be cut down until the ability to 
germinate new saplings has stopped.  I believe that growth will continue even after the 
trunk has been poisoned. 
  
Netta 
 
 
14 15 MW solar park at Folly Farm, north west of Long Marston 
 
Awaiting further details, hope these will be with us by meeting. 
 
15 Additional handyman and current duties 
 
The Council currently has one handyman who is called upon for tasks when required.  The 
handyman also has his own work to do and at this time of year when everything grows at 
once it would be useful to have additional person to call upon.   
 
Below is a description of what is expected from the Handyman. 
 

GENERAL DUTIES 
1. Cutting back overgrown vegetation on and next to pavements, footpaths and road 
side verges; 
2. Regularly collecting litter from the footpaths, road side verges and public open 
spaces; 
3. Maintain the shrub borders on The Green, Recreation Ground and Wingrave 
Park;  
4. Repairs and maintenance of bus shelters, notice boards, seats and other outdoor 
furniture owned by the Council; 
5. Occasional maintenance work on public footpaths, e.g. strimming grass, 
repairing stiles. 
 
The above should be carry out regularly on own initiative and advise the Parish 
Clerk if some repairs are necessary.  The work will be chiefly in Wingrave and 
Rowsham villages, although work could occur anywhere in the parish. 
 
All councillors have a duty to inform the clerk of any work needed, who will 
inform the handyman. If outside his remit than quotes should be obtain by either 
the clerk or the handyman.   

 
Do Councillors think this covers the role sufficiently at this time? 
Do Councillors wish to advertise for a second handyman? 
Do Councillors also wish to review hourly rate as this has remained unchanged for 
many years? 
 

 
16 Finances 

16.1 review payments since last meeting 
 
Appendix 3 
 



 16.2 update on spending against budget 
 
Appendix 4 
 
 16.3 general accounts overview 
  
 
-£323,068.00 received from Late Fred Kirby Estate.  Monies paid into Reserve Account. 
-All new signatory forms have now been completed and bank have confirmed all in order, 
however, Councillor Dimmock has received a further request which I will look into. 
  
Planning:  
  
No further updates 
  
General Update 
 
Thank you received from WCA for part payment of grant for 2014/15 
Thank you received from Wingrave Memorial Garden Trust for payment of 2014/15 
grant. 
 
Meeting attended by Councillor Kennedy 
 
Wingrave with Rowsham Parish Council Meeting 8th July 2014 

1. Report on Open Meeting with the Parishes  at AVDC   24th June 2014 

The meeting was held at AVDC offices and was hosted by AVDC Councillors and 
Officers.  From the floor there were three issues raised by the Parishes:- 

• Superfast Broadband 
• Verge Mowing/Cutting and the BCC proposals 
• The new AVDC plan and Neighbourhood Plans 

Superfast Broadband 
The discussions on Superfast Broadband centred on the relatively slow roll out of the 
Superfast project and how important Superfast was for rural businesses, home workers 
and SMEs.  There were also comments about the need for higher upload speeds for 
businesses and the current Superfast project would really only benefit domestic 
broadband users who require fast download speeds for applications such as on-demand 
TV.  AVDC reported that they were investigating funding opportunities (including EU) 
to progress the Fibre Optic broadband roll out to including some fibre to the premises 
installations. It was reported that even if they were successful this could be some time 
away. 
Verge Mowing/Cutting 
The discussions  on Verge Mowing and Cutting were much more “heated” than those 
on Broadband.  There was much complaint about the standard of work undertaken by 
BCC contractors and the BCC proposal for delegated responsibility. The only Parish 
that was happy with the BCC proposal was Stewkley Parish.   There was considerable 
angst with the whole proposal.  Jon McGinty Deputy Chief Executive reported that 
previously he had held responsibility for mowing for BCC and VAHT and had 
managed it on behalf of AVDC,  BCC and VAHT , he still has responsibility for 
AVDC mowing but BCC and VAHT had taken the mowing back ‘in house’ as they 



believed that they could do it cheaper.  The funds offered by BCC to the Parishes will 
go down year on year and with the likely future cap on Parish precept we will have 
some difficulties that need to be considered. If the Parishes do take on the BCC 
proposal, at some time in the future, the Parishes will have to stop a currently funded 
activity, or at least cut back funding in order to continue with the delegated BCC 
responsibility.  McGinty offered to investigate and provide a map to Parish Clerks of 
where responsibilities for mowing lay in each parish, ie Parish responsibility, AVDC , 
BCC & VAHT responsibility, he also said he would approach BCC and VAHT to see 
if there was any opportunity for AVDC to take back responsibility for these matters . 
New AVDC Plan and Neighbourhood Plans 
This part of the meeting started with a review as to why the Vale of 
Aylesbury Plan was withdrawn on the Independent Inspectors 
recommendation.  AVDC Councillors “explained” the background from 
their perspective. That is the inspector did not accept their strategy 
for dealing with housing demands from neighbouring Councils and 
Districts, which was to wait for 18 months until figures could be 
confirmed. A lot of Parishes raised questions on the new AVDC plan and 
its impact on Neighbourhood Plans and how to deal with developers in 
the period till the new plan is approved.   
 
Items for Councillors to Consider 
 
-Communique article, items to be included ? 
-Playchip for play area, after recent inspection it was noted more playchip was required 
as it has become compacted and generally worn away. J & S scapes have provided 
quote, see appendix 5.  I have not been able to get hold of additional quotes as yet, 
however, considering importance does council want to proceed using this quote. I have 
had a quick look on line and the cost of bark alone varies from £1500 -£2000 
 
Information/Leaflets provided at meeting 
 
Clerks and Councils Direct July 2014 
Clerks magazine July 2014 
 
Ongoing items 
-Protection of Twelve Leys Green – forms sent back July 2014 
-License Perriwigs, resident seeking legal advice 
-Reviewing interest rates on reserve account, initially when this was reviewed last year 
the only way of securing to better rate was to enter into a long term account, however, 
this was not pursued as expenditure expected on Balcony Store Project and also from 
working groups. 
-Improvements to Parish Website, initial expenditure agreed, diary time to be 
allocated. 
-request sent to Macintyre to help with parking issue when events are on Jan 2014 
-request to church for parking only zone, wording of notice to be approved by council. 
Feb 2014 
-additional parking on Wingrave park, Pratts charity notified, all quotes now in agreed 
Total Garden Care as preferred contractor.  Approval from PRATTs and WWRSAL 
requested June 2014, approval gained from PRATTS and I have chased WWRSAL 
-Councillor Neave holds some files. Now Returned 
-Tree work, Acacia Tree Surgery chosen as contractor.  Planning app sent off June 
2014 



-Monies left to Parish by Fred Kirby estate, no further information at this stage 
-ensure level of public liability for person doing grass cutting on greens is obtained 
-Speed strips, approval given by Council, working group taking forward June14 
-Schedule of works from WWRSAL 
-Reps reviewing WWRSAL agreement May 2014 
-Devolution of BCC services. 
-Banking problems, all new forms completed await confirmation that all signatories are 
now correct. 
-Dark Lane Bank by bowls club, handy man to cut back. 
-Drainage from bowls club 
-Problem tree growth Black Gutter corner, Wingrave.  Tree has been felled although 
young trees coming up everywhere. Some work done 2013 however re growth 
happening reported again July 2014. 
 
BCC issues 
 
-Ditches hedges leading down to Wingrave Crossroads 
-Hedgerow leading down dark lane, Wingrave also blocking MVAS from being used 
-Hedgerow on Black gutter corner, Wingrave – some clearing work now done, have 
made bcc aware that this does not go far enough still too much weight left in top. 
-PC are due to take control of 2 street lights at crossroads although BCC are yet to 
confirm when, however, not being actively chased 
-Entrance to Brewhouse lane, Rowsham road surface 
-duck warning sign by pond requested May 2014 
-Warning sign (give way) on Tring Road as road narrows has been knocked Now 
actioned 
-Potholes Dark Lane, some have been done but to a very poor standard 
-Missing Road Signs, Dark Lane reported June 2014 
 
 


	Council response

